
Urban Ball Necklace - Rose Gold
Project N744   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Julie Bean

This simple long necklace is one of those accessories that will go with just about every outfit and the pave crystal bead at the base has just
enough sparkle to have your friends saying "that is so cool!"

What You'll Need

Beadelle Crystal 10mm Round Pave Bead - Rose Gold Plated / Crystal (1
Piece)

SKU: BDLL-0110
Project uses 1 piece

Genuine Copper Cable Chain 2.3mm x 1.8mm - By The Foot
SKU: CHA-6134
Project uses 36 inches

Rose Gold Finish Long Lobster Clasp With 2 Rings 12x4.5mm (2 Pieces)
SKU: FCL-2051
Project uses 1 piece

Copper Head Pins 22 Gauge 1.5 Inches (50 Head Pins)
SKU: FHP-1039
Project uses 1 piece

Specialized Tools

Beadsmith Jewelry Fine Round Nose Micro Pliers
SKU: XTL-5514

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex
SKU: XTL-5600

Instructions:

This necklace is quite long, 36". If you want a shorter necklace, just cut your chain accordingly before you begin this
project. 

1. Place onto a head pin 1 Beadelle pave crystal bead. After the bead, create a wrapped wire loop. NOTE: Make sure your wrapped
wire loop is large enough to thread your chain through in the next step.

2. Thread one end of your chain through the wrapped wire loop you just made.

3. Your rose gold lobster clasp comes with two jump rings already attached. They are both closed jump rings. If you have a good
sharp pair of flush cutters, you can very carefully cut a slit in each of the jump rings to turn them into open jump rings. If you do not
have a sharp pair of flush cutters to make a clean cut, you might want to connect a 4mm or 5mm open jump ring to each of the
closed jump rings and then also attach these jump rings to the end chain links on your chain.

4. All done!

Variations

Choose from a wide variety of Beadelle pave beads for this project.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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